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Abstract

Comparative scholarship on post-Ottoman spaces has first identified a general will to break away from the legacy of the Ottoman Empire, thus systematically silencing voices linking Empire and nation-state. But new scholarship, by shedding light on the multiple expressions of continuity with former social, cultural and political practices inherited from the Ottoman Empire in various sectors of post-Ottoman societies, has challenged the idea that Ottoman “amnesia” always prevailed. Processes of ruptures and continuities, it seems, co-existed, and produced conflicting memory cultures and history-writing traditions.

In post-Ottoman Iraq, disillusions with the new British colonial regime emerged, from the very early days of the formation of the state already. This, in turn, led some within the political elite deeply imbedded in Ottoman-Turkish culture by education, professional training and often marriage, to attempt to renew their tie with their former “Turkish” rulers, most notably around the fate of the province of Mosul. This talk explores the variety of responses in memory production, where the Ottoman past was domesticated (Lowenthal 1996) so as to respond to political concerns of the present day, in a context of strongly divided loyalties.
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